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Abstract: To help students choose the knowledge concepts that meet their needs so that they can
learn courses in a more personalized way, thus improving the effectiveness of online learning, this
paper proposes a knowledge concept recommendation model based on tensor decomposition and
transformer reordering. Firstly, the student tensor, knowledge concept tensor, and interaction tensor
are created based on the heterogeneous data of the online learning platform are fused and simplified
as an integrated tensor; secondly, we perform multi-dimensional comprehensive analysis on the
integrated tensor with tensor-based high-order singular value decomposition to obtain the student
personalized feature matrix and the initial recommendation sequence of knowledge concepts, and
then obtain the latent embedding matrix of knowledge concepts via Transformer that combine
initial recommendation sequence of knowledge concepts and knowledge concept learning sequential
information; finally, the final Top-N knowledge concept recommendation list is generated by fusing
the latent embedding matrix of knowledge concepts and the students’ personalized feature matrix.
Experiments on two real datasets show that the model recommendation performance of this paper is
better compared to the baseline model.

Keywords: knowledge concept recommendation; tensor decomposition; transformer reordering;
online learning

1. Introduction

In recent years, the growth of online learning platforms like MOOCs and the grad-
ual shift from face-to-face learning to online teaching has brought online learning to the
forefront of attention [1]. Online learning platforms are cumbersome in terms of learning
resources and prone to problems such as disorientation and information overload [2]. To
improve the learning experience for students and to enhance learning and teaching effec-
tiveness, a large number of researchers are working on personalized recommendations
for students [3,4]. Jena et al. proposed a collaborative filtering-based recommendation
system for recommending e-learning courses to learners as a way to help them choose
e-learning courses based on their preferences [5]. Shen et al. proposed an online course rec-
ommendation model based on an autoencoder, which was improved using long-term and
short-term memory (LSTM) networks to extract temporal features of the data [6]. Zhu et al.
proposed a hybrid recommendation model incorporating network structure features with
graph neural networks and user interaction activities with tensor decomposition to use
heterogeneous features for course recommendation [7]. Pu et al. proposed an exercise
recommendation algorithm based on cognitive level and data mining to further meet the
personalized needs of students [8]. Diao et al. proposed a personalized learning path rec-
ommendation method based on weak concept mining, which improved students’ learning
experience and learning outcomes [9]. Liu et al. proposed a transformer-based learning
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path recommendation system to bridge the gap in learning resource recommendations [10].
The existing recommendation models mainly focus on course resource recommendations;
however, courses in an online learning platform often consist of multiple videos, and a
video may contain more than one knowledge concept; therefore, simply recommending
courses will ignore students’ interests in specific knowledge concepts [11], and the interest
of different students in the same course is also variable. Therefore, this paper considers
improving students’ online learning experience from the perspective of knowledge concept
recommendation. In a related study on knowledge concepts, Gong et al. proposed an
attention-based graph convolutional network that can effectively mine and aggregate users’
potential interests as a way to make knowledge concept recommendations [11]. Zhao et al.
extracted concept-level prerequisite relations and course prerequisite relations from MOOC
titles and embedded the inter-course prerequisite relations in a neural attention network to
implement course recommendations [12]. However, these models have certain limitations:
firstly, the student, knowledge concept, and interaction information data contained in an
online course exhibit a multidimensional multivariate interrelated structure, and these ap-
proaches extract only a portion of the student information from the online learning process
for modeling purposes, failing to retain the information integrity in the high-dimensional
space and losing some of the latent semantic association information between the data;
secondly, they fail to take into account the importance of sequential information in the
recommendation of knowledge concepts.

Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a tensor decomposition and trans-
former reordering-based knowledge concept recommendation model (TTRKRec). Firstly,
the student tensor, knowledge concept tensor and interaction tensor created based on
the heterogeneous data from the online learning platform are fused and simplified into a
composite tensor to maintain the heterogeneous relevance of the data; secondly, the tensor-
based higher-order singular value method is used to obtain the student personalized feature
matrix and the initial recommended sequence of knowledge concepts by multi-dimensional
synthesis analysis of the integrated tensor; then, the transformer is used to combine the
initial recommended sequence of knowledge concepts and the knowledge concept learning
sequential information to achieve the latent embedding matrix of knowledge concepts;
finally, the latent embedding matrix and the student’s personalized feature matrix are
fused to complete the knowledge concept sequence recommendation and generate the final
Top-N knowledge concept recommendation list.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. The integrity of the heterogeneous data of the online course is preserved by modeling
the student, knowledge concept, and interaction data through the creation of a tensor,
and the overall data are analyzed comprehensively in multiple (student, knowledge
concept, cognitive level, knowledge concept achievement, and student–system inter-
action) dimensions using a tensor-based higher-order singular value decomposition
to uncover latent information between the data.

2. The transformer encoder layer is used to capture sequential information between
knowledge concepts and to fusion personalized student characteristics, enabling more
accurate knowledge concept recommendations.

3. Extensive experiments are conducted on two real datasets, and the experimental
results demonstrate the advantages of the TTRKRec proposed in this paper compared
to several state-of-the-art knowledge concept recommendation models.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 presents research related to
knowledge concept recommendation. Section 3 describes the definitions and computations
associated with the model. Section 4 proposes a model for knowledge concept recommen-
dation based on tensor decomposition and transformer reordering. Section 5 presents a
comparative analysis of different experimental results to evaluate the performance of the
model. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work.
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2. Related Work

Currently, knowledge graph-based recommendation methods are commonly used in
research related to knowledge concepts. For example, Shi et al. proposed a multidimen-
sional knowledge graph-based learning path recommendation model, which enables the
recommended learning path to better meet the learning needs of learners [13]. Wang et al.
proposed a framework for a learning path discovery system based on knowledge graphs
and DE algorithms, which utilizes subject knowledge graphs in finance to meet the needs
of personalized learning path discovery and resource recommendation [14]. Huang et al.
proposed a collaborative user filtering recommendation algorithm based on knowledge
graphs, which mitigates the user cold-start problem in collaborative filtering algorithms by
exploiting the rich semantic relationships in knowledge graphs [15]. Yang et al. combined
knowledge graphs with recommender systems to provide a large amount of additional
auxiliary information for personalized recommender systems, effectively alleviating the
cold start problem [16]. Knowledge graph-based recommendation systems can make the
recommendation results interpretable but suffer from the problem of missing relationships
or entities, which leads to the deterioration of the recommendation results.

To better mine heterogeneous data relationships and auxiliary information and im-
prove recommendation accuracy, existing research has focused on how to use heterogeneous
graph and graph neural network-based approaches for student and educational resource
information mining. Wang et al. proposed a knowledge concept recommendation model
based on heterogeneous information networks and used the Skip-gram model of Gumbel-
Softmax to learn the representation of entities from the generated multifaceted sequences,
enriching the contextual semantics of nodes and saving space consumption [17]. Zhao et al.
proposed an enhanced knowledge concept recommendation model with heterogeneous
information networks, which optimizes the representation of sparse data users by auto-
matically identifying valid meta-paths and multi-hop connections [18]. Ye et al. propose a
knowledge concept recommendation model based on heterogeneous information networks
and graph convolution that can consider information about the community structure as
well as information about node neighborhoods [19]. Heterogeneous information networks
enable a more accurate representation of students and knowledge concepts, but rely too
much on the similarity of meta-paths, failing to fully explore the underlying characteristics
of students and knowledge concepts. Ling et al. proposed a knowledge concept recommen-
dation model based on structurally augmented interactive graph neural networks to help
students learn better online, constructing all user knowledge concept history interaction
sequences into a knowledge concept interaction graph based on learning paths, and further
improving the representation of knowledge concepts using an attention mechanism [20].
Liang et al. proposed a learning resource recommendation method based on graph convolu-
tional networks and reinforcement learning, which embeds multiple paths and performs a
student-centered search to improve recommendation accuracy [21]. However, graph neural
networks are powerful but require some complex design to be applied to heterogeneous
information. Some studies have also introduced tensor decomposition into the field of
personalized recommendation. Sun et al. proposed a tensor decomposition model based
on label regularization, which incorporates social information to improve the quality of
recommendations [22]. Hong et al. proposed a fifth-order tensor model consisting of user,
item, multiple ratings, and spatiotemporal data to reflect multi-level spatial and temporal
information into the recommendation service, which effectively improves the recommen-
dation performance of multi-criteria recommendation systems [23]. Liu et al. proposed a
correlation analysis and personalized recommendation algorithm based on incremental
tensor from multiple dimensions of global education data, which can recommend suitable
resources in different contexts and has high recommendation performance [24]. Thus,
the use of tensor decomposition helps to discover hidden structures and values from the
massive amount of data. Based on the above studies, a summary of the relevant research
models is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Summary of relevant research models.

Models Paper Numbers Advantages Limitations

Knowledge graph-based
recommendation models [13–16] Making recommendations

interpretable
Problems with missing
relationships or entities

Recommendation models
based on heterogeneous
information networks

[17–19]
Achieves a more accurate

representation of students and
knowledge concepts

Over-reliance on meta-path
similarity

Graphical neural-based
recommendation models [11,20,21] High ability to extract time-series

features

Requires some complex
design to apply to

heterogeneous information

Recommendation models
based on tensor
decomposition

[22–24]
Suitable for the representation and
extraction of potential features in

high-dimensional data spaces

Weak ability to capture
semantic and sequential

information

In summary, most existing conceptual knowledge recommendation systems only
recommend content and resources for learners at the beginning of the learning process
that is likely to match their learning interests, and ignore other supporting information
during the learning process that affects learning outcomes, such as interaction behavior,
learning performance, and cognitive level. More importantly, the existing knowledge
concept recommendation models do not consider the influence of knowledge concept
sequential information on the recommendation results. In addition, tensor as a represen-
tation model for heterogeneous data is conducive to the mining of implicit information
in the data. Therefore, this paper considers more auxiliary information based on tensor
modeling to ensure the integrity of heterogeneous data and uses a transformer to fuse
knowledge concept sequential information and students’ personalized characteristics to
achieve knowledge concept recommendation sequence rearrangement.

3. Correlation Definition

In this section, the proposed model’s relevant definitions and computational methods
are described, and some of the definitions are analyzed and illustrated.

3.1. The Degree of Student–System Interaction

The degree of student–system interaction can be defined as the workload of students
watching knowledge concept videos [25]. The degree of student–system interaction SSu,k
can be expressed in Equation (1).

SSu,k = α1 × fSSu,k + α2 × tSSu,k + α3 × pSSu,k (1)

In Equation (1), fSSu,k represents the frequency with which the student u learns knowl-
edge concept k, tSSu,k represents the duration of the student u who learns knowledge
concept k and pSSu,k represents the frequency of pausing and dragging with which the
student u learns knowledge concept k. According to the literature [26], it was concluded
that the degree of student–system interaction was best characterized when (α1, α2, α3) = (1,
5, 4).

3.2. The Degree of Student–Teacher Interaction

The degree of student–teacher interaction is measured by the amount of student–
teacher interaction [25], which depends primarily on the question-and-answer process
between the teacher and the student. The degree of student–teacher interaction STu,k can
be expressed in Equation (2).

STu,k = WSTu,k × fSTu,k

WSTu,k =
tSTu,k

max
{

tST1,k
,tST2,k

,··· ,tSTa,k

} (2)
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In Equation (2), WSTu,k represents the weighting factor of student–teacher interaction
for the student u for knowledge concept k, fSTu,k represents the frequency of student–teacher
interaction for the student u for knowledge concept k, a is the total number of students
taking the online course at each grade level, tSTu,k represents the duration of student–teacher

interaction for the student u for knowledge concept k, and max
{

tST1,k , tST2,k , · · · , tSTa,k

}
is

the maximum duration of student–teacher interaction for knowledge concept k.

3.3. Tensor and Tensor Calculations

In an Nth-order tensor T ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN , N is the order of the tensor and In(1 ≤ n ≤ N)
is the dimension of the nth order of the tensor T.

Definition 1. Tensor join [27]. Given two tensors T1 ∈ RI1×I2×···×IM×K1×K2×···×KQ and
T2 ∈ RK1×K2×···×KQ×J1×J2×···×JN , with a common mode K1, K2, · · · , KQ, T1 and T2 are connected
by a tensor to produce a new tensor Tnew ∈ RI1×I2×···×IM×J1×J2×···×JN×K1×K2×···×KQ whose
elements are the product of the elements of T1 and the elements of T2.

Definition 2. Tensor Simplification [24]. Given an Nth-order tensor T ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN , the tensor
simplification from tensor T along the pth, · · · , qth orders yields a new tensor T′ ∈ RIp×···×Iq with

elements t′ ip ,··· ,iq = ∑
I1,··· ,Ip−1,Iq+1,··· ,IN
i1,··· ,ip−1,iq+1,··· ,iN

ti1,··· ,ip−1,ip ,··· ,iq ,iq+1,··· ,iN .

3.4. Tensor Construction and Fusion

To construct the base tensor, important relevant factors that influence the recom-
mended content need to be selected as components of each order of the tensor, as shown in
Table 2. In this regard, the cognitive levels are divided into low, medium, and high levels.

Table 2. Components of each order of the base tensor.

Tensor Components

Student student ID, stage assessment score, cognitive level

Knowledge concept student ID, knowledge concept ID, knowledge concept score,
knowledge concept learning time

Interaction student ID, knowledge concept ID, student–system interaction,
student–teacher interaction

The student tensor is constructed based on the student’s corresponding correlations,
as shown in Figure 1a. The student tensor S is a third-order tensor, consisting of the student
ID, stage assessment score, and cognitive level. In the tensor S, each element Suc f is of
type Boolean. If Suc f = 1, it means that the student u has a cognitive level of c and a
stage assessment score of f . Similarly, some of the key attributes inherent to knowledge
concepts are extracted to construct knowledge concept tensors such as knowledge concept
ID, knowledge concept score, student ID, and knowledge concept learning time. As shown
in Figure 1b, the knowledge concept tensor K is a fourth-order tensor, and each element
Kupet is of Boolean type. If Kupet = 1, it means that the student u learns knowledge concept
p with a knowledge concept score of e and a knowledge concept learning time of t. The
interaction tensor represents the degree of student interaction with different objects. In the
interaction tensor I shown in Figure 1c, the element Iupssst indicates that the student u learns
the knowledge concept p with a student–system interaction of ss and the student–teacher
interaction of st.

The student tensor and the knowledge concept tensor are independent of each other,
while the interaction tensor can combine the two tensors, so to achieve multidimensional
association analysis, tensor join is used to fuse the different tensors into a complete tensor.
The student tensor, knowledge concept tensor, and interaction tensor are fused into an
integrated student–knowledge concept tensor using tensor join, as shown in Figure 2a.
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To reduce computational costs, a tensor simplification of the integrated student–
knowledge concept tensor is performed, which corresponds to the sum of all elements
of the sub-tensor extracted from the original tensor along all orders except the preserved
order. The simplified integrated tensor is shown in Figure 2b. The simplified fifth-order
student–knowledge concept tensor SK contains the student ID, knowledge concept ID,
cognitive level, knowledge concept score, and student–system interaction. The element
SKupcess denotes a student u with a cognitive level of c learning knowledge concept p with
a knowledge concept score of e, and a student–system interaction of ss.

3.5. HOSVD

The HOSVD (High-Order Singular Value Decomposition) is a special form of the
Tucker decomposition [24], which is unique and guarantees the orthogonality of the factors.

Given an Nth-order tensor T ∈ RI1×I2×···×IN , HOSVD consists of the following steps:
First, the tensor is expanded according to mode− n unfolding operation to obtain a matrix
M(n); Second, a singular value decomposition (SVD) is performed on each expanded
matrix, and the resulting left singular matrix Un is used as the factor matrix; Third, based
on the original tensor and all the factor matrices, the core tensor C is calculated, and
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the approximate tensor T̃ is further reconstructed. The calculation formula is given by
Equation (3):

C = T ×1 UT
1 ×2 UT

2 ×3 · · · ×N UT
N

T̃ = C×1 U1 ×2 U2 ×3 · · · ×N UN
(3)

where ×n(1 ≤ n ≤ N) is the mode-n product, which represents the product of the tensor
and the matrix, and each Un represents the latent eigenmatrix of the corresponding order
of the original tensor T.

To minimize the loss between the approximation tensor and the original tensor, the
core tensor, and the factor matrix need to be continuously updated for tensor reconstruction.
To avoid overfitting, a regularization term is added after the loss function in this paper, and
the loss function is given by Equation (4):

argmin
1
2
‖T − T̃‖2

F +
λ1

2
‖C‖2

F +
λ2

2
(

N

∑
m=0
‖Um‖2

F) (4)

where λ1 and λ2 are both greater than 0, indicating the penalty weights of the regular-
ization term of the loss function. In this paper, the stochastic gradient descent method is
used to minimize the loss function as a means of obtaining locally optimal solutions for
the parameters, and the final optimal values of the parameters are obtained by iterative
methods.

An example visualization of the third-order tensor HOSVD is shown in Figure 3.
Each element in the reconstructed approximation tensor can be seen as a relative access
likelihood of a knowledge concept. Given a particular student (or knowledge concept) and
a particular condition (e.g., cognitive level), we can extract some corresponding elements
(representing relative access likelihood) from the approximation tensor. Ranking them
allows the generation of Top-N recommendation results for personalized recommendations.
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3.6. Transformer-Based Knowledge Concept Embedding

For the initial recommended sequence RKI = {rk1, rk2, · · · , rkn} of knowledge con-
cepts obtained from the tensor decomposition model, this paper uses a transformer encoder
layer to obtain the latent embedding of the knowledge concept sequence to capture the
relationships between knowledge concepts in a high-dimensional space. This step mainly
includes sequential information encoding, multi-head attention, residual connectivity, and
feedforward networks [28].

3.6.1. Sequential Information Encoding

First, each knowledge concept in the knowledge concept sequence is characterized by
converting it into a d− dimensional embedding vector through the embedding layer. The
function is given by Equation (5):

RKembedding = Embedding(RKI) (5)

where RK I ∈ Rn, RKembedding ∈ Rn×d, n is the number of knowledge concepts.
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Sequential information is crucial in sequences, and to preserve the sequential relation-
ships of knowledge concepts, sequential information is encoded in the following way:

Osin(pos, 2i) = sin(ord/100002i/d)
Ocos(pos, 2i + 1) = cos(ord/100002i/d)

(6)

where ord is the position of the knowledge concept in the corresponding section of the
course, i is used to control parity and has the same dimension as d. By adding the sequential
information encoding to the vector of knowledge concepts at the corresponding position, a
new embedding matrix RKO ∈ Rn×d can be obtained, which then contains the knowledge
concept sequential information.

3.6.2. Multi-Head Attention

Multi-headed attention, which captures the characteristic relationships between knowl-
edge concepts. After obtaining the embedding matrix RKO, the self-attention layer per-
forms different linear transformations on it to generate Q (Query), K (Key), and V (Value)
respectively.

To calculate multi-head attention, the output of self-attention needs to be known. The
output of individual self-attention can be obtained by calculating QKT and then weighting
V according to the attention matrix to obtain. The specific calculation formula is as follows:

Attention(Q, K, V) = so f tmax(
QKT
√

dk
)V (7)

where
√

dk is a scaling factor that transforms the attention matrix into a normal distribution,
and dk has the same dimension as d, Attention(Q, K, V) ∈ Rn×d, the SoftMax function is
used to normalize the weights.

Multi-head attention divides the attention matrix into multiple parts from the em-
bedding dimension, with each part corresponding to a head. Therefore, the embedding
dimension d must be able to divide the number of heads h. Each head is searched for
independently and they are connected by a linear layer with the following formula:

RKMHA = concat(head1, . . . , headh)WO

headi = Attention(QiW
Q
i , KiWK

i , ViWV
i )

(8)

where WQ
i , WK

i , WV
i ∈ Rd/h×d/h is parameter matrices and Qi, Ki, Vi ∈ Rn×h×(d/h).

3.6.3. Residual Connection

We add the output RKMHA obtained in the previous step to the input RKO to make the
residual connection. At last, we perform Layer-Normalization on the output. The specific
calculation formula is as follows:

RKattention = RKO + RKMHA
RKattention = LayerNorm(RKattention)

(9)

where RKO is the knowledge concept embedding, RKMHA is the output of multi-head
attention.

3.6.4. Feedforward Networks

The feedforward network is a two-layer linear mapping followed by an activation
function:

RKhidden = ReLu(Linear(Linear(RKattention)))
= max(0, RKattentionW1 + b1)W2 + b2

(10)

where W1, W2 ∈ Rd×d is the weight parameter of the linear layer, b1 and b2 are the bias
parameters, and ReLu is the activation function.
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4. TTRKRec Model

Based on the above definition, this paper proposes a knowledge concept recommenda-
tion model based on tensor decomposition and transformer reordering (TTRKRec), and the
overall system architecture diagram is shown in Figure 4. The proposed model consists of
the following steps: first, a student tensor (student ID, cognitive level and stage assessment
score), a knowledge concept tensor (student ID, knowledge concept ID, knowledge concept
score and knowledge concept learning time) and an interaction tensor (student ID, knowl-
edge concept ID, teacher–student interaction and system interaction) containing multiple
types of objects and relationships are constructed using heterogeneous data obtained from
the online learning platform; secondly, a simplified integration tensor is generated by fusing
and simplifying the constructed tensor, and to obtain the initial recommendation sequence
of knowledge points and the student feature matrix by a higher-order singular value de-
composition method based on the tensor; thirdly, the initial recommended sequence of
knowledge concepts is used as input, and the transformer coding layer is used to fuse
the knowledge concept sequential information and the student feature matrix to reorder
the knowledge concept recommendation sequence; fourthly, a Top-N knowledge concept
recommendation list was developed for each target student based on the analysis of the N
knowledge concepts with the highest recommendation scores.
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4.1. Recommendations Based on Tensor Decomposition

The recommendation process based on tensor decomposition is shown in the upper
part of Figure 4. The steps are as follows: first, after tensor modeling of the multidimen-
sional time series data obtained from the online learning platform, the student tensor, the
knowledge concept tensor, and the interaction tensor are obtained respectively, and then
the three tensors are associated through tensor join and tensor simplification to generate the
final original student–knowledge concept tensor SK; second, the model first expands the
input original student–knowledge concept tensor SK according to the mode-n unfolding
operation and then calculates the factor matrix Un at each order; third, after truncating some
minimal singular values according to the truncation ratio ε and extracting the important
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implicit features, the core tensor C is calculated from the original tensor SK and all the
factor matrices [U1, U2, . . . , Un], and a less lossy approximate tensor S̃K is reconstructed by
iteration; fourth, a sub-tensor s̃k is extracted from the constructed approximation tensor
S̃K by fixing a specific student u and the corresponding cognitive level c; fifth, the knowl-
edge concept access possibilities in various contexts are accumulated, in other words, the
elements under all knowledge concept attribute in the s̃k are added up. The knowledge
concepts are then sorted according to the magnitude of the final element values, and the
final Top-N knowledge concept recommendation list is generated, as illustrated in Figure 5.
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4.2. Reordering Based on Transformer

The reordering process based on the transformer is shown in the lower part of Figure 4.
Firstly, the reordering model takes the initial recommended sequence of knowledge con-
cepts and the knowledge concept learning sequential information as embedding informa-
tion and obtains the knowledge concept latent embedding matrix RKhidden after coding
layer processing; secondly, the original tensor SK is tensor expanded along the student
order to obtain the student feature matrix S f eature, and then the left singular value matrix is
obtained by using singular value decomposition to intercept the smaller singular values
and the corresponding features, to obtain the student feature matrix S f eature which retains
the key features; finally, the probability of students learning each knowledge concept,
denoted as Xp, is then calculated from the SoftMax layer by fusing the features of both
RKhidden and S f eature through the weight matrix W f , which is used to rank the knowledge
concepts. The specific calculation formula is as follows:

Xp = so f tmax(RKhidden �W f S f eature
T) (11)

where W f ∈ Rd×m, RKhidden ∈ Rn×d, and S f eature ∈ Rn×m.
The output layer targets the true learning label xp of the knowledge concept and the

model is trained by a loss function with the following formula:

L = − 1
|n|∑p

−[xp · log(Xp) + (1− xp) · log(1− Xp)] (12)

where xp = 1 in the case of a correct recommendation, otherwise xp = 0.

5. Experiment
5.1. Experimental Dataset

In this paper, experiments were conducted on the MOOCCube dataset (Available on-
line: http://moocdata.cn/data/MOOCCube, accessed on 8 March 2022) and Online dataset.

The MOOCCube dataset collects data from real teaching environments and consists
of three main dimensions: course resources, knowledge concepts, and student behavior

http://moocdata.cn/data/MOOCCube
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records [29]. The raw data contain 706 MOOC courses, 38,181 videos, 114,563 knowledge
concepts, and 199,199 MOOC students. To facilitate the tracking of students’ learning
processes, 312 students who took the MOOC course “Data Structures and Algorithms”
and their learning behavior data were selected as the preprocessed data set. For label
preprocessing, MOOCCube recorded the duration, number of times, and starting and
ending times of the videos watched by the students, and removed the learning records of
those who watched the videos for less than one minute.

The Online dataset consists of historical behavioral data from students who took
the Data Structures and Algorithms course in 2021. It includes 207 knowledge concept
videos, 39,092 video viewing records from 182 students, 4235 student–teacher interaction
text records, 736 student interaction text records, and knowledge concept test data. As
part of the experimental preprocessing, it was set that students who watched more than
60 s of each video were considered to have effectively learned the knowledge concept, so
records of students who watched less than 60 s of each video were removed, and records
of students who watched less than 1/3 of all videos were also removed, along with the
corresponding student–teacher interaction and student–student interaction records. After
data preprocessing, 23,043 video viewing records, 3503 student–teacher interaction text
records, and 571 student interaction text records for 124 students were retained.

As the MOOCCube dataset does not contain student interaction information, a
fourth-order tensor consisting of student ID, knowledge concept ID, knowledge con-
cept learning time, and knowledge concept learning frequency was used as input to the
TTRKRec model. In the MOOCCube dataset, we use sequential information formed by
sequential decision relations of knowledge concepts, e.g., “K_Queue—K_Hierarchy traver-
sal”, “K_Array—K_Queue”, “K_Array—K_Hierarchical traversal” can form “K_Array—
K_Queue—K_Hierarchical traversal”, and so on to form specific sequential information.
The last 10 learning records of each student were selected as the test set according to the
learning order of the students and the rest was divided into a training set (80%) and a
validation set (20%).

5.2. Evaluation and Baselines

For evaluation, we used three evaluation metrics that are commonly used in recom-
mender systems, including the area under the ROC curve (AUC), Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain of top-K items (NDCG@K), and Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). In the
experiments, we set K to 5 and 10. In this paper, five baseline models were used on the
same dataset for comparison with the TTRKRec model, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Baseline descriptions.

Baselines Description

PMF
This is a classical matrix decomposition model with a probability distribution. For knowledge concept
recommendations, the method decomposes the student knowledge concept rating matrix and makes

recommendations based on predicted scores [30].

ACKRec This is a graph convolutional neural network model with an attention mechanism that transforms data into
several adjacency matrices and feeds them into the model to generate embeddings of different entities [11].

Multi-HIN
This is a knowledge concept recommendation model based on a multifaceted heterogeneous information

network that can naturally use rich heterogeneous context-aided information for dynamic node identification
and can effectively discover and aggregate student interests [17].

FedSeqRec This is a new horizontal federation framework for sequential recommendations that use low-rank tensor
projections to model users’ long-term preferences [31].

ITCA-PR This is a tensor decomposition-based learning resource recommendation method that can recommend
personalized learning resources in different contexts [24].
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5.3. Implementation Details

The model proposed in this study was implemented in the PyTorch and Tensorly
frameworks. In the experiments, the learning rate of the tensor recommendation model is
set to 0.5, and the regularization parameter λ1 = λ2 = 0.001, the truncation ratio ε = 0.3,
and the number of iterations of stochastic gradient descent are set to 50. the transformer
reordering model sets the initial learning rate to 0.001, the weight decay to 0.00001, and the
Adam optimizer is used to achieve dynamic changes in the learning rate, the number of
heads in the multi-head is set to 8, and the batch size of the model is set to 60. In addition,
the embedding dimension d of the transformer affects the learning representation of the
sequence of knowledge concepts, and to determine the appropriate embedding dimension,
a comparison of the recommended performance of the model under different embedding
dimensions is carried out in this paper, as shown in Figure 6. As can be seen from the
figure, the best performance is achieved when the embedding dimension d is 120, so we set
the model embedding dimension d = 120.
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5.4. Experimental Results

The ROC curves for each model on the MOOCCube dataset and the Online dataset
are shown in Figure 7. Comparing the area under the ROC curves shows that the TTRKRec
model in Figure 7a has better AUC values than most of the models, and the TTRKRec
model in Figure 7b has the best AUC values.
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Table 4 shows the results of the TTRKRec model compared to other baselines on the
MOOCCube and Online datasets. The specific analysis is as follows:
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Table 4. Recommendation performance of all methods on the MOOCCube and Online dataset.

Dataset Model AUC NDCG@5 NDCG@10 MRR

MOOCCube

PMF 0.8532 0.2584 0.2908 0.2562
ACKRec 0.9232 0.4635 0.5170 0.4352

FedSeqRec 0.9692 0.3472 0.3984 0.3294
Multi-HIN 0.9315 0.4182 0.5130 0.4140
ITCA-PR 0.9079 0.4053 0.4584 0.4028
TTRKRec 0.9441 0.5011 0.5715 0.4512

Online

PMF 0.8514 0.2923 0.3318 0.2912
ACKRec 0.8858 0.3820 0.4015 0.3511

FedSeqRec 0.8731 0.3515 0.3884 0.4028
Multi-HIN 0.8974 0.4255 0.4697 0.4291
ITCA-PR 0.8910 0.4212 0.4654 0.4021
TTRKRec 0.9241 0.4862 0.5113 0.4315

(1) The proposed approach in this paper achieves the best performance in most of
the evaluation metrics, which demonstrates the ability to utilize a tensor decomposition-
based knowledge concept recommendation approach, and the transformer reordering
solution’s validity;

(2) TTRKRec has significant improvement compared to PMF based on matrix de-
composition techniques. This result demonstrates the importance of tensor modeling
heterogeneous data and considering multivariate data correlation to obtain entity features;

(3) TTRKRec outperforms ACKRec and FedSeqRec by considering multiple neigh-
bors of each node and demonstrates that tensor-based heterogeneous data representation
methods can capture multivariate heterogeneous information of entities more effectively;

(4) TTRKRec is more effective than Multi-HIN and ITCA-PR models that do not con-
sider knowledge concept sequential information to perform better, showing the importance
of modeling knowledge concept sequential information from multiple perspectives;

(5) The distribution and data volume of the two datasets are different, and comparing
the two tables shows that the tensor recommendation model performs better in terms of
the stability of recommendations;

(6) The AUC values of TTRKRec on the MOOCCube dataset were not as good as those
of FedSeqRec, and it was found that the reason for this was that FedSeqRec is better at
modeling students’ long-term preferences in a dataset with smoother data distribution.

5.5. Ablation Studies

To illustrate the effect of different components on TTRKRec, ablation studies were
conducted on two separate datasets. The experimental results are shown in Figure 8, where
TTRKRec-ot is a method for disabling sequential knowledge concept information, in order
to assess the importance of sequential knowledge concept information. TTRKRec-or is the
method for disabling transformer reordering, in order to demonstrate that transformer
reordering can improve the tensor recommendation model’s recommendation effect.

Figure 8 shows the recommended performance of different variants of TTRKRec on the
MOOCCube and Online datasets. From Figure 8a it can be found that on the MOOCCube
dataset, TTRKRec is 9.58% and 13.27% larger than the NDCG@5 of TTRKRec-or and
TTRKRec-ot, respectively. From Figure 8b, it can be found that on the Online dataset,
TTRKRec is 6.5% and 17.2% larger than the NDCG@5 of TTRKRec-or and TTRKRec-ot,
respectively. Combining the experimental results of the two subplots shows that TTRKRec
outperforms TTRKRec-ot and TTRKRec-or in all metrics, which fully demonstrates the
importance of sequential information of knowledge concepts and the effectiveness of
using the transformer to do sequential information embedding model. In addition, the
performance of TTRKRec-ot is worse than TTRKRec-or, suggesting that the performance of
recommendations for reordering directly with the transformer is not as good as before the
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reordering, further demonstrating the importance of embedding sequential information
and the effectiveness of transformer as an embedding model.
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5.6. Case Study

In this section, the Top 10 knowledge concept recommendation list of a randomly
selected student (Id: U_6325216) from the experimental results of the MOOCCube dataset
is analyzed. Table 5 shows the recommendation lists generated by this student under
different recommendation models as well as the actual learning records.

Table 5. List of recommendations under different recommendation models for student U_6325216.

Recommend List
Real Learning Record

TTRKRec Multi-HIN ACKRec ITCA-PR

LinkList Order List Data object Substring Top
Top Queue Last-in first-out Topological sequences Last-in First-out

Bottom Adjacency table Rear Top LinkList
Last-in First-out Top Array Full binary tree Search

Queue Binary tree Sequential strings First-out First-in Top
Binary Trees Graph traversal Binary tree Queue Queue

Sequential storage Postorder traversal Queue Hash functions Binary tree
tree Hash Tables Inorder traversal Search Array

Graph traversal Array Hash Tables Sort Graph traversal
Preorder traversal Sort Efficiency Graph traversal Inorder traversal

As can be seen from Table 5, the recommendation lists generated by the TTRKRec
model are more consistent with the actual needs of students in terms of recommendation
order and accuracy and can capture students’ interest in knowledge concepts more accu-
rately. This is because the TTRKRec model takes into account the sequential information of
knowledge concepts and the integrity of heterogeneous information.

5.7. Discussion

Our proposed knowledge concept recommendation model can be used as a supple-
mentary teaching module in online learning platforms to help teachers improve the design
of the teaching process and meet students’ individual learning needs. By comparing the
recommended sequences of knowledge concepts for different students, teachers can gain
insight into students’ interests and learning dynamics and then adjust the course design.
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Students can find their own learning pace based on the recommended knowledge concepts
and improve their learning efficiency.

The above experimental results show that knowledge concept sequential information
is important for knowledge concept recommendation. Similarly, corresponding infor-
mation also exists in other domains, for example, in the social network domain, user
relationship information is more important for community friend recommendation [32];
in the e-commerce domain, the sequential information of user visits is also important for
product recommendation [33]. Therefore, it is possible to consider applying this model to
social networks to recommend suitable social friends for users; similarly, it can be applied
to e-commerce to recommend products that meet consumers’ needs.

6. Conclusions

Course knowledge concept recommendation for online learning platforms is benefi-
cial for promoting the effectiveness of student learning and enhancing student learning
outcomes. Considering the integrity of heterogeneous information data and the importance
of knowledge concept learning order to knowledge concept recommendation, this paper
proposes a knowledge concept recommendation model based on tensor decomposition
and transformer reordering (TTRKRec).

The TTRKRec model uses tensor modeling as a representation of heterogeneous
information data to ensure data integrity, which makes data association analysis and
intrinsic relationship mining more effective. More importantly, the TTRKRec model uses
the transformer to complete the latent embedding of the knowledge concept sequential
information in the knowledge concept recommendation sequence and the fusion of students’
characteristics, further enhancing the accuracy of the knowledge concept recommendation.
Experiments on two preprocessed real data sets showed that the model in this paper
demonstrates better recommendation performance under different conditions than several
baseline models. In future research, the placement of the model on an online learning
platform to optimize the model through real student feedback will be considered. In
addition, to improve students’ learning effectiveness in multiple respects, correlation
analysis of different recommended contents will also be considered in order to achieve
multiple accurate recommendations.
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